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Abstract 

On Crypto '88, an untraceable payment system with provable security against 
abuse by individuals was presented by Damgsrd. We show how to break the 
untraceability of that system completely. 

Next, an improved version of the system is presented. We also augment the 
system by security for the individuals against loss of money, and we introduce the 
possibility of receipts for payments. Finally, whereas all this concerned an on-line 
system, we present a similar construction for untraceable electronic cash. 

1 Introduction 

We start with a brief overview over untraceable payment systems. Then we give 
an overview over the rest of the paper. 

1.1 

The main characteristic of untraceable payment systems is that, like with 
conventional cash, the system operator (normally called "bank") cannot 
completely observe the payment behaviour of the individuals. Also, payer and 
payee may want to be untraceable by each other, or at Ieast one of them. The 
need for such untraceable payments was discussed, e.g., in [Chau851. 

The first system of this kind, with several variants, was presented in [Chau-83, 
Chau-851, and in more detail in [Chau-89]. Common characteristics of all the 
variants are: 
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They work for o n - h e  payments, i.e. the bank is needed within each payment. 
They assume that individuals have normal non-anonymous bank accounts, but 
money can be withdrawn from one account (in a form called "electronic coin") 
and deposited into another account in a way that the bank cannot trace from 
whom to whom the money was passed. 
The untraceability is unconditional. (Of course, suitable circumstances must be 
assumed: Enough coins of the same denomination must always have been 
withdrawn.) 
Different payments are unlinkable. The contrary would be that for several 
payments, it could be observed that they were made by the same person 
(although not by whom). Linkability may be dangerous, because it facilitates 
deanonymization. For instance, if an individual makes linkable payments to 
several organizations, and is personally known to one of them, they all can put 
their information together. And even if the individual is originally known to 
none of them, they may compare their information about the untraceable 
individuals' spending behaviour with the bank's information about when and 
how much money each real person withdrew and thus find out who is who. 
The security against abuse by individuals, in particular that they cannot make 
up coins themselves, or deposit coins twice, relies on a form of RSA. 

The variants differ in who is untraceable by whom and in the degree of security 
against fraud, also by the bank, that they offer. (An effiaency improvement was 
presented in [Chau3_901.) 

Other variants of payment systems achieve even more untraceability by 
eliminating the fixed accounts (but this may not always be desired, e.g., for 
taxing), or enable provable security against abuse on the basis of any signature 
scheme at the cost of a slight decrease in untraceability, or guarantee receipts for 
payments [BiiPf-891. 

Untraceable off-line payments exist, too [ChFN-90, CBHM-901. Their 
security is necessarily a bit smaller than that of on-line systems can be: In on-line 
systems, one can prevent individuals from spending the same money twice, 
whereas in off-line systems, one can only detect this afterwards. (Note that all 
these systems do not assume the existence of tamper-proof devices.) Thus there is 
a risk that the individual has no money to pay back; but this risk is also accepted 
with some non-digital payment systems. Again, the untraceability is 
unconditional, whereas the security relies on a form of RSA. 
On Crypto '88, an untraceable payment system with provable security against 
abuse by individuals was introduced [Damg_90]. This system should mostly have 
the same characteristics as the basic system from [Chau-89] (on-line, fixed 
accounts, unconditional untraceability, but not of the payee against a collusion of 
payer and bank, tmlinkability), but additionally, the security against fraud by 
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individuals should be provably as hard as a well-known cryptographic 
assumption. The price paid is that this system is far less efficient than all the 
systems mentioned above. Security against fraud by the bank is not considered. 
The cryptographic assumption is stated as "claw-free permutation pairs and a 
trap-door one-way function exist"; actually, the underlying protocol from 
[ChDG-881 assumes quadratic residuosity, but a construction of a similar 
protocol on the stated assumptions has been sketched by the same authors 
[Damg_911. 
(Later, an efficient untraceable payment system, again with the same 
characteristics as the basic system from [Chau89], but based on the Fiat- 
Shamir-scheme instead of RSA, was introduced in [OkOh-90]. Security against 
fraud by the bank is not considered there, either. Off-line systems on similar 
assumptions are contained in [OkOh1-90, OkOh-911. However, some of the 
efficiency in these systems is gained by making payments linkable.) 9 

1.2 Overview over this paper 

We first show that DamgArd's payment system is not untraceable at all (s2). This 
section also contains a description of that system. (Note that [DamgSOI also 
contains a credential system; we do not break that.) 

In §3, we present a way to repair the untraceability, while maintaining 
security against abuse by individuals on the same assumptions as in [Damg_901. 

In §4, we add measures to ensure security against fraud by the bank (on the 
even weaker assumption of any signature scheme). This is a highly desirable 
property for a payment system anyway; and in particular, if the clients want 
unconditional security against the bank being curious (or its employees, or the 
programmers or operators of its computers), they might also appreciate some 
security against losing their money. We also introduce the option of a secure 
exchange of a receipt for the payment. 

In S5, we sketch extensions to other variants of on-line payment systems, in 
particular, one with maximal untraceability. We also mention how to make 
clients unconditionally secure against fraud. In $6, we sketch a provably secure 
untraceable off-line payment system. The paper ends with a warning (si'). 

2 Breaking the Untraceability of Damgsrd's Payment 
System 

We first describe the payment system as far as we need it (9.1). Then we show 
why unconditional untraceability was claimed for it, and why this does not hold 
(52.2). 
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2.1 Description of the system 

The basic idea of Chaum's payment systems is that electronic coins are numbers 
of a special form, with an RSA-signature by the bank. Untraceability is achieved 
by having the bank sign the coin in a blinded form. Before passing the coin to the 
payee, the payer takes the "blinding factor" off and obtains a coin that is still 
signed by the bank, but unconditionally unlinkable to its previous forrn. 

The basic idea of DamgArd's system is to use a provably secure signature 
scheme in the sense of [GoMR-88] instead of RSA. By definition, a local 
transformation of one signature into a different one is not possible in such 
schemes. Instead, "blind signing" is performed by a two-party computation 
protocol between the client A (Alice) and the bank: 

Protocol: For a withdrawal, A chooses a random number R as a coin number. 
They perform the two-party protocol from [ChDG-88] on the signing function, 
where A enters R as her private input and the bank its secret key SK; they use the 
version of the protocol where A's input is unconditionally hdden. The output, i.e. 
the bank's signature on R ,  is opened to A only. 

To spend the coin, A hands R and the signature to the payee C (Chris), who 
passes it to the bank. If the coin has not been deposited before (the bank keeps a 
list of coin numbers to check this), it deposits the money to C's account. 

2.2 

We show that the system described above is not untraceable at all: Neither does 
the theorem proved about it contain what untraceability means in the real world, 
nor can real untraceability be proved about the system in general, nor is the 
system secure when it  is, as suggested, used with the particular signature 
schemes from [BeMi-88]. 

Problem with the theorem: Untraceability in [Damg-901 is said to follow immedi- 
ately from Theorem 3, which states that during the withdrawal protocol, the 
bank obtains no information in the Shannon sense about the number R it signs, 
i.e. the coin number. (And this theorem is true.) Thus, when the coin is deposited, 
the bank does not recognize it. 

However, during the deposit, not only the number R, but also the signature on 
it is shown. Hence the theorem should contain that the bank does not obtain any 
information about the signature either. (Thus the actual flaw in [Damg-90] is in 
the middle of p. 332, in the sentence saying that Theorem 3 is sufficient for 
Condition 2.) 

Problem with the actual systems: First consider the signature scheme from 
[BeMi-881. There, each signature is a list, and the i-th signature issued with 

How to trace all payments 
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respect to a certain key is a list of length i. Thus, for each i, the bank only needs to 
store which individual withdrew the i-th coin, say Alice. Later, when another 
individual, say Chris, deposits a coin where the signature is a list of length i, the 
bank knows that Chris received this coin from Alice. Hence there is no 
untraceability at all. 

Since list-llke authentication is a rather special and inefficient case, consider 
the efficient signature scheme from [GoMR-88], too. There, tree-authentication 
is used. Thus, the number i of a signature can be derived from its position in the 
tree. (Of course, the signature is passed on without the tree, but for each part of 
the signature, one can see whether it is a left or right child of its parent.) 
Therefore, the same attack is possible, and there is no untraceabdity either. 

Problem with the general system: In most provably secure signature schemes, the 
signer's input is not just the key; in particular, the schemes are not memory-less. 
As long as the input changes from one signature to the next, information may 
leak through into the signatures. Thus, in general, signature schemes with 
memory are unsuitable. 

More generally, even if the input were only the secret key, security is not 
trivial: The bank inight try to use different secret keys for different signatures. It 
is not excluded that several secret keys lead to valid signatures. If the resulting 
signatures are different, the bank can later see which secret key a deposited coin 
was signed with. Thus it need only store which key it used when which individual 
withdrew coins, and untraceability is lost, 

3 Repairing the Untraceability 

We repair the untraceability in a way that is applicable to any provably secure 
signature scheme: During the deposit, the signature is not shown. Instead, the 
payer A proves in zero-knowledge that she has it. Similar ideas can be found in 
the credential system in [Damg-901 and in g2.1 of [ChauBO]. In contrast to 
[Chau-901 (where blind RSA-signatures are used), one still needs the two-party 
protocol to issue the signature: Not only the existence of any signature must be 
proved, but of one on a coin number that has not been deposited before; hence the 
coin number must be shown in the deposit. Therefore, it must be hidden during 
the withdrawal. Thus the protocol is; 

Withdrawal: Like in 52.1. 

Deposit: A priori, the participants must have asreed upon an encoding of the 
signatures so that they are of equal length. Now A tells the payee C the cob 
number R. C tells R and lus account number to the bank. Finally, A gives the bank 
a computationally convincing perfect zero-knowledge proof (or: argument) that 
she knows the bank's signature on R.  
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Proof (Sketch): Untraceability: By definition of perfect zero-knowledge, the bank 
and C obtain no more knowledge than the coin-number R, and that this is one of 
the coins a signature was given on (more precisely: that A knows a value passing 
the signature test). Thus, if all honest clients test each signature that they receive 
during a withdrawal with exactly this test, the coin can correspond to any of the 
previous withdrawals, since the bank does not obtain any information about the 
coin number during those. 

The security against abuse by individuals is obviously unchanged from 
[Damg90] as long as the cryptographical assumption for the soundness of the 
zero-knowledge proof holds. This can be the same assumption as for the two- 
party computation. 

Alternative: Another way to repair the system is to restrict oneself to memory- 
less and deterministic provably secure signature schemes. Such schemes exist, see 
[Gold871; the construction can also be applied to obtain a signature scheme 
based on any one-way permutations [NaYu-891. Now the secret key of the bank 
is fixed by commitments (unconditionally committing), and within the two-party 
signing protocol, it is checked that the key entered fits these commitments. The 
protocol from [ChDG-88] guarantees unconditional correctness of the output for 
deterministic computations, if the participant who unconditionally hides his 
secrets, i-e. A, is honest. Thus the output is a deterministic function of the coin- 
number and the commitments. Hence no information can leak into the signature. 
(Note that the commitments would be unnecessary if the signature test admitted 
just one signature; but this is not the case with the signature schemes considered.) 

4 Security for individuals against fraud - 
In this section, we make the payment system provably secure for all parties for 
the case considered in [Dmg_90]. Thus, in particular, payer and bank can trace 
the payee. All the measures in Sections 4, 5,  and 6 are only sketched in this 
extended abstract. 

Tasks: No security against fraud by the bank is guaranteed in [Damg901. (This 
has not been claimed, thus it is not a mistake; but it is nevertheless a desirable 
property.) 

In particular, the bank can always claim that a coin with a particular number 
has been deposited before and can therefore not be deposited now. Then the bank 
can keep this money to itself. For the basic untraceable payment system by 
Cham, this problem has already been considered at least in [Chau-89, BWf-891. 

Additionally, one should make the withdrawals secure. 
If payer and payee do not trust each other, one must also take care about 

receipts. 
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Secure deposits: This problem can be solved in a conceptually simpler way than in 
the efficient systems: Before a withdrawal, A chooses a new key pair (PK,  SKI of 
the signature scheme used, and uses PK as the coin number. (Thus this number 
can be regarded as a pseudonym of the possessor of the coin.) Now A can 
uniquely designate that she wants to spend the coin, and to whom, by signing a 
corresponding message with SK. The bank confirms the deposit for C by a signed 
message containing his account number and the coin number. 

Proof (sketch): If the bank refuses to accept a coin, one needs a court, where 
the protocol is repeated. (This can also be an arbiter within the network, via 
whom all the messages are sent in this case.) First A repeats the zero-knowledge 
proof that she has the bank's signature on her coin, with the bank acting as the 
verifier. With the proof systems used, the court can check i f  the bank must be 
convinced. Also, A's deposit order is tested with PK. If the bank now claims that 
the coin has already been deposited, it can only daim that this has been to C's 
account, since it is cryptographically hard to forge A's signature on a different 
deposit order. Now the court asks the bank to give C the signature confirming 
the deposit again. Even if the coin had already been deposited (i.e. if it was not 
the bank who tried to cheat, but A and C), this does not give C additional money, 
since he just receives the same signature again. (The bank need not even store the 
exact signature if one defines that only one deposit confirmation per account 
number and coin number is valid.) 

However, in this protocol, C had to tell A his account number. If C wants to be 
untraceable by A, unless the bank helps A, one can proceed as follows: Suppose C 
is known to A under a pseudonym CAI and his account number is CB. Then A signs 
that she gives the coin to CA (and hands this to C), and C signs (using a key pair 
whosepublic key is part of CA) that he deposits this money on the account Cg- 

Secure withdrawals: The bank might also just daim that all the money of a client 
has already been withdrawn. (This problem is omitted in [Chau_891, too. 
However, in such a system, i t  can easily be solved by having the payer sign an 
order for each withdrawal.) 

Here, where the withdrawal is a two-party computation, both bank and payer 
must sign each message of the protocol. (The payer's public key for this purpose 
must be established together with the account number.) Then in the case of a 
dispute, the whole withdrawal can be reconstructed by a court. 

Receipts: In a system guaranteeing payer untraceability only, this is easy: A 
requires a receipt after the payment is completed. If C refuses this, A complains to 
the bank, who signs a receipt instead. (And if the bank refuses, too, one needs a 
court again.) In the case where C should normally be untraceable, the bank must 
use the pseudonym CA in the receipt, not Cg: Otherwise A may falsely claim that 
C refused a receipt, just to find out Cs account number. 
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5 More General On-line Payments 

We first sketch a payment system with maximal untraceability, and provable 
security against fraud for all parties. Then we show a variant with maximal 
untraceability if fixed accounts are required. We also note that feasible versions 
of these systems can be obtained with b h d  RSA-signatures. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Maximal untraceability and provable security: Assume that both A and C want to 
be untraceable and secure against fraud even if the other one colludes with the 
bank. (The bank, however, is still known to everybody.) We first assume there are 
no fixed accounts (like with cash, where the bank cannot see how much money 
participants receive and spend either). 

Pseudonyms are public keys in the secure signature scheme used. (When 
someone chooses a pseudonym, of course they choose the complete key pair.) A 
sentence like "someone sends a message under h s  pseudonym X '  means that the 
message is signed with the secret key corresponding to X ,  and that the recipient 
checks this. Also note (although this has implicitly been used all the time) that 
people can be addressed under pseudonyms, either because they are 
anonymously meeting in a shop, or, more likely, on an underlying network 
offering untraceability (see, e.g., [Chau-81, Chau-881). 

Assume that A is known to C under a pseudonym Ac, and C to A as CA. Also 
assume that A owns a coin of a certain denomination under a pseudonym Ag, i.e. 
she possesses a signature of the bank on A,. 

C chooses a new pseudonym CB for ths payment. A and C, under their normal 
pseudonyms Ac and CAI tell each other their pseudonyms AB and C,, and what 
kind of transfer they wish. 
A, under the pseudonym AB, tells the bank to transfer this coin to CB. To prove 
that she owns a coin under this pseudonym indeed, she proves in perfect zero- 
knowledge that she knows the signature of the bank on AB. 
The bank checks that the coin has not been deposited before. Then it sends 
signed messages confirming the transfer of a coin from AB to CB to A and C 
(under their pseudonyms A ,  and C,). (If the bank refuses, it can be forced by a 
court, since it is not anonymous; if the court is an arbiter w i t h  the network, A 
and C can appeal under their pseudonyms A, and CB.) 
C, under the pseudonym CA, sends a receipt of the payment from Ac to A. 

If C refuses, A can use the bank's confirmation from Step 3, together with 
C's message from Step 1, instead, because the? prove that rnoney was 
transferred from A B  to CB,  and that CB is another pseudonym of CA, chosen 
for such a payment. 
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If C wishes, A can also send him a confirmation of the payment, indicating 
just the pseudonyms Ac and CA. A refusal can be treated as with the receipt. 

5. Now C transfers h s  coin to a pseudonym unknown to A. For ths, he chooses a 
new pseudonym C'B and executes the withdrawal protocol with the bank (see 
s2.1) with C ' B  as the coin number, and all messages signed under the 
pseudonym CB. 

When C wants to spend the coin he has just received, he uses CIB as Ag. 
The untraceability is maximal since during the transfer, nobody obtains any 

information (in the Shannon sense) about a pseudonym of anybody else that will 
ever be used again, or has ever been used before. 

Variant with fixed accounts: If one wants to force each participant to use a fixed 
account (e.g. for taxing), but keep the mutual anonymity, one can split Step 5 into 
a deposit into C's account, and a subsequent withdrawal: 

5a. C transfers h~ coin to a new pseudonym CIB as above. 
5b. C deposits the coin on his account, i.e. he sends a message including the 

account number under the pseudonym C'B,  and proves that he knows a 
signature on C'B. 

5c. Now he withdraws the money again, i.e. he executes the withdrawal 
protocol using a third pseudonym C'IB as the coin number, signing everything 
under his real name. 

To distinguish coins that have just been received, and those that have been 
deposited in an account already, the bank must use different signatures in Step 5a 
and 5c. 

Feasible RSA-versions: The two systems just described can also easily be 
implemented with blind RSA-signatures. Of course, the provable security is lost, 
but the systems become far more efficient. We sketch this for the system with 
maximal untraceability: In Step 2, the RSA-signature on AB is shown directly. 
Instead, CB is chosen right at the beginning as a blinded version of C'B.  Thus 
instead of Step 5, C can locally unblind the signature received on CB to obtain one 
on C'B. In this form, these systems are already contained in [PWP-87]. 

Unconditional security? Since one makes the clients unconditionally untraceable, 
one might also like to make them unconditionally secure against fraud. As far as 
signatures are only exchanged between a client and the bank, this can easily be 
?c'-ioved if the ckn t s  use signatures where signers are unconditionally secure 
[PfWa-gl, BlPW-911. Thus it works immediately as long as no receipts are 
needed. 

If one wants to consider receipts between clients, too, or to make the bank 
unconditionally secure, too, one would need unconditionally secure signatures 

Cryptographical security holds as before. 
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[ChRo-901. Since signatures need not be transferred in our case, the original 
version can be used. However, with these signatures, a client cannot locally 
choose a new public key. Hence many steps of the protocol would become multi- 
party computations. 

6 Off-line Payments 

The main problem with off-line payments is that digital money can be copied, 
thus someone may spend the same money several times if there is no on-line bank 
to check that they don't. This must be detected afterwards, so that the culprit 
must pay the money back (if he can be found and has enough money). At first look, 
this seems difficult to achieve when the payer is untraceable. However, the 
problem was solved in [ChFN-901 using an interactive payment protocol that 
achieves a very high probability (1-2-k for a security parameter k) that someone 
can be traced after spending money twice. We adapt that idea. 

Now, however, we need that signatures can be passed from the payee C to the 
bank later, thus we need the withdrawal according to the alternative in §3. 

The bank keeps one counter for each individual A, counting the coins that A has 
withdrawn. 

1. Before the withdrawal of the u-th coin, A computes a signature S on the 
message "I have cheated with coin v" with her standard key and keeps it to 
herself. (Of course, the message can be coded much shorter.) She also chooses 
a pseudonym A,  for this coin (i.e. the public key of a new key pair), and k 
random numbers r; of the length of S. Now she computes unconditionally 
hiding commitments xi on ri and yi on S+ri and forms the coin number 

R := ((xi, yl), ... ,(xk, YJ, A a -  
2. A and the bank use a two-party protocol to get R signed by the bank as in the 

remark in 53; within this protocol, it is additionally checked that R is of the 
proper form (i.e. A must enter the information used to construct R as 
additional secret inputs). The result of this check is made visible to the bank. 
Apart from that, R is kept unconditionally secret a s  above. 

3. When A pays the coin to C, she hands R and the signature to C, and signs the 
payment under the pseudonym A,. For each index i, C may choose whether A 
must open xi or yi- 

4. To deposit the coin, C passes the complete information received from A to the 
bank. When A paid the same coin to two honest participants, with high 
probability there will be an index i such that A has opened both xi and yi, i.e. 
shown ri and S+ri. Hence S can be computed and A punished. 

Measures against a collusion of A and C can be taken as in [ChFN-901. 
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7 Outlook 

Using the brute force method of applying digital signatures and general multi- 
(or at least two-)party protocols, one can probably invent lots of other variants 
of payment system quickly. Apart from proving that the security of such systems 
can be based on rather weak assumptions, an advantage may be that most of 
these systems are conceptually simpler than their more practical counterparts; 
i.e. they may more easily convince a general public that it is possible to combine 
untraceability and security. However, since they are not very effiaent at present, 
we stop that here. 

Warning: Although we claimed that all our systems are unconditionally 
untraceable and provably secure, one should be careful. The security definitions 
we sketched were on the same level of abstractness as the previous one, which 
turned out to be partially wrong. Thus people would be wise not to be too 
convinced (even if ours are correct, as we hope), since obviously a wrong 
definition on this level can seem ok for quite a while. Hence one should look for 
definitions independent of the particular payment system considered, something 
like: "A payment system is an x-tuple of algorithms pay, receive ... such that ... 
honest participants never lose money except i f  they execute pay ... ". This is, 
however, a rather daunting task. (For instance, what is "money" in the general 
case, and how does one treat the case where a court is needed in between?) Some 
steps in that direction have been taken in [WaPf-85, ChEv-871, but the former for 
a simple value exchange problem, the latter rather for a credential mechanism, 
and both only with algebraic models of cryptographic primitives. 
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